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Timing, Sequencing &
Children’s Reading
Difficulties
• Translating letters, or groups of letters, into the sounds
they represent is the fundamental skill required for
learning to read
• Before this, children have to learn to identify the letters
visually and sequence them in the right order,
• Then to access the corresponding sound units aurally
• These processes require accurate visual and auditory
timing
• Many children with reading difficulties have impaired
development of these visual and auditory timing processes

Learning letter/sound correspondences
• Only after a child has learnt how to
sequence the letters in written words
visually in the right order, can they
Whole words
understand that spoken words also
consist of a sequence of more
Letter sequences
elementary sounds, phonemes, that
the letters represent (Morais et al. 1979)
• In English, unlike in ‘transparent’
languages such as Italian, the simple Phoneme sequences
scheme illustrated here is insufficient.
English children also have to learn to
recognise common groups of letters
visually, such as rhymes, ‘ough’, ‘tion’

dog
d o g
/d/ /o/ /g/

Reading depends on visual timing & sequencing

• The first step in learning to read is to learn how to
sequence the letters in a word visually in the correct
order
• Letter sequencing involves timing when the eyes or
visual attention alight on each letter, and associating this
signal with the letter captured by that movement
(Saalmann et al. 2007)

• Then the visual sequence of the letters or groups of
letters can be translated into the auditory sequence of
the sounds that they represent
• The brain’s visual and auditory timing (‘magnocellular’)
systems mediate this sequencing

Magnocellular & parvocellular cells in the retina

10% of retinal ganglion cells are large
magnocellular cells (<50x larger area than
p- cells). They time visual events: fast
responses, high sensitivity to low contrast,
flicker & motion, but coarse spatial
sensitivity.
Guide shifts of visual attention & eye
movements.
They are highly vulnerable.
There is now overwhelming evidence that
their development is impaired in many poor
readers (Stein 2019).
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Most retinal ganglion cells are
parvocellular (small): for colour; fine detail
(d versus b); need high contrast. More
widely connected, far less vulnerable.

Evidence 1: Timing
impairments in dyslexia have a
clear genetic basis
• The threshold for perceiving the
rotating tilted line illusion (RTLI) is
one way of measuring visual
timing, ‘magnocellular’, function
• It is greatly elevated in children
with the DCDC2 gene variant
associated with dyslexia
• ie they have lower timing
sensitivity (Gori et al. 2015)
• Similar results for another
dyslexia gene, ROBO1
(Mascheretti et al. 2020)

Evidence 2: Mismigrated and abnormal visual magnocells in a post mortem dyslexic brain – now
confirmed by 7T MRI. Smaller magnocells are also seen in the auditory thalamus – genetic basis

(Livingstone et al. 1991; Giraldo-Chika et al, 2015; Galaburda et al. 1994)

EVIDENCE 3: Visual Motion
Sensitivity

Another good way of testing a
person’s visual timing (magnocellular)
sensitivity is to measure their
responses to moving targets - a ‘visual
motion’ stimulus. Compared to good
readers, the activity in motion
sensitive brain regions is much
reduced in dyslexics.
Furthermore, individuals’
responses to a motion stimulus
predicts their reading ability. This
applies to both good and poor
readers, confirming that visual timing
function plays an important role in
determining every child’s reading
progress (Demb et al. 1997).

Evidence 4: Newborn babies
at genetic risk of dyslexia

Already they show a reduced
EEG response to a /ga/ sound.
This reduction predicts their
reduced language skills 5 years later.
ie. they have impaired language
circuits long before they even learn to
talk or read. (Guttorm et al. 2010)

Evidence 5: Interventions that improve
magnocellular timing functions can
improve reading

• If improving visual or auditory timing functions
improves reading progress, this strongly
suggests that impaired timing plays an important
role in reading problems
• Movement detection training improves visual
magnocellular timing function, and this is
followed by rapid reading progress (Lawton, 2016)
• Action video games can improve visual mfunction and, later, reading (Franceschini et al.
2015)

• Yellow or blue glasses improve visual mfunction and reading (Ray et al. 2005)
• Auditory rhythm training improves auditory
timing, which is followed by improved
phonological skill (Thomson et al. 2012)
• ie improving visual and auditory timing accuracy
does help children to improve their reading

Conclusions
• Beginning readers have to learn how to sequence, visually and
aurally, the letters, groups of letters and sounds in a word
• Acquiring these skills demands accurate visual and auditory
timing
• The development of these visual and auditory timing
(magnocellular) networks is impaired in many children with
reading difficulties - dyschronia
• Identifying the specific dyschronia in each child allows us to
target individualised training techniques to ameliorate them
• Phonics training cannot work unless this accurate timing has
been developed

